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Jackson's Granary (former)

Key details

Also known as Howes's Produce Store

Addresses At 8 Petrie Terrace, Petrie Terrace, Queensland 4000

Type of place Warehouse

Period Interwar 1919-1939

Style Functionalist

Lot plan L4_BUP103655; L9_BUP104697; L3_BUP103655; L5_BUP103655; 
L7_BUP104697; L10_BUP104697; L12_BUP104697; L8_BUP104697; 
L11_BUP104697; L6_BUP104697; L2_BUP103655

Key dates Local Heritage Place Since — 1 January 2004
Date of Citation — April 2016

Construction Walls: Face brick
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Criterion for listing (A) Historical; (B) Rarity

This block of apartments was originally built in 1920 for produce merchants and auctioneers, Howes Brothers, as
a storehouse for agricultural produce. This location was ideal for its proximity to the Roma Street Goods Yards
and Markets. The building continued to be used as a storehouse by different produce merchants until 1938 when
new owners, J. Jacksons and Co, converted the building into a granary which operated for around 50 years. By
1989, the building had become quite derelict and was converted into the Museum of Contemporary Art before
being turned into an apartment block in 1996. Although the interior of the building has been substantially altered,
the exterior of the building remains relatively intact.

History 

Land sales in Petrie Terrace began in 1842 after the closure of the Moreton Bay penal colony. The suburb had
been on the edge of Brisbane town during the 1840s, hosting only the cemetery. However, its proximity to the
central business district and a population boom in Brisbane combined to make the area much more desirable
from the 1860s onwards. Houses, shops and a school were quickly built on small, tightly-packed lots. The best
residences were constructed along the Petrie Terrace ridgeline overlooking Brisbane Town. Workers’ dwellings
filled the hollows of Petrie Terrace. By the 1890s it was one of Brisbane’s most populous suburbs, conveniently
close to the city and well serviced by public transport. Sites along Petrie Terrace were also well elevated, safely
above the level of damaging floods and with appealing views over the city and towards the west.

This site, on the corner of Petrie Terrace and Sexton Street, was occupied from the early 1860s by ‘Tulloona’,
residence of government printer Edmund Gregory. The house and land (totalling 71 perches, or 1795.8m2) was
offered for sale after Gregory’s death in 1913. By this time Petrie Terrace’s residential development was
beginning to cede to industrial development, particularly on sites close to the Roma Street railway yards. Sales
notices emphasised the site’s development potential:

FOR FACTORY, BULK STORE, or MEDICAL MAN, PETRIE TERRACE, opposite barracks and the
railway bridge… A CHANCE to secure a large area close to the business centre at a reasonable
figure.
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Harold James Howes purchased the site on 3 November 1914. The English-born Howes had been in business
as a produce merchant since the 1870s, and by 1880s had become ‘amongst the largest dealers in Brisbane,
having worked up some of the best connections in the colony’ . From 1901 he managed Howes Brothers, a
produce merchant and auctioneering company operating from Roma Street, with branch offices at Lowood,
Grantham and Crows Nest. In July 1914 the company purchased 20,000 bags of maize from Sydney, one of the
largest maize deals in Queensland’s history. With the grain contracted to be delivered by July 1919, the
purchase of the Petrie Terrace site was likely addressing the company’s increased storage needs. The site was
conveniently close to the Roma and Turbot Street markets, where farm produce was traded. It was also near the
Roma Street railway goods yard, useful for freight brought in from rural Queensland or interstate.
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The beginning of World War I slowed development, and it was not until 1918 that Howes engaged architect
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Frank Longland to design a brick building for the Petrie Terrace site. Longland, son of a Brisbane foreman,
began his architectural practice in Brisbane in 1893. His practice was small but progressive, and he was made a
Fellow of the Queensland Institute of Architects in 1913. Longland had experience designing industrial buildings,
having designed Acme Engineering Works in 1912 and the HB Sales Building in 1913 [QHR 600125]. He had
also designed Howes Bros’ Countess Street bulk store in 1897, although this building is no longer extant. Builder
J Cunningham successfully tendered to construct Howes Bros’ brick storehouse. 

The building was completed in 1918, as Howes Bros’ foresaw an increased need for storage. In addition to the
large maize shipment, which had arrived in October 1917, Queensland’s agricultural merchants anticipated a
grain shortage due to drought, and prepared to import grain from southern states. The grain shortage did not
occur, however, and a correspondent to the Queensland Times complained:

Then the silos! One has been built already in Brisbane, some six years ago, and it can be seen to-
day on Petrie Terrace, Brisbane. It has never been used for the purpose it was built for, because
during the last few years there has been no need for it.
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In 1923 Howes Brothers was taken over by Barron Orr and Co, who briefly operated from the building. The
Petrie Terrace building was transferred to produce merchant William A Forth in 1924. Forth was ‘one of the best
known men in the trade,’ as noted in a Brisbane Courier article in 1932, and advertised his ‘commodious store’
on Petrie Terrace where he would ‘readily give advice’ on the planting of agricultural seeds.  Forth ran his
business from the store until 1938, when J. Jackson & Co bought the property. The new owners were also long-
established produce and seeds merchants with premises in Roma Street, near the Roma Street markets. They
housed their bulk produce and seed store in the Petrie Terrace building from August 1939. 
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In the 1940s conflict between Petrie Terrace residents and the grain stores came to the fore. Other agricultural
produce companies had taken advantage of the proximity of the markets and railway station, with Patterson &
Scells (trading as Wheatley & Bell) opening a produce store on Petrie Terrace in 1930, while Forth moved his
business to Caxton Street. However, the stores were prone to fire, causing danger for nearby residents. The
grain and seeds also attracted vermin like weevils which invaded nearby houses. On 24 December 1947 the
Jackson & Co building was fumigated with carbon bisulphide, a highly flammable chemical. This caused an
explosion in which the side and rear walls were blown out and collapsed on an adjoining house, killing four
people.

The building was repaired and carried on business through the 1950s and 1960s. Six 21 metre silos were added
to the site in 1961 and Jacksons continued to use the site until 1983 when they sold it to Prino Rossi Pty Ltd. In
1989 Jim Baker of Vestos Pty Ltd purchased the derelict building and it was converted into the Museum of
Contemporary Art (MOCA). In 1996 Baker commissioned architect Jon Voller to design eleven apartments inside
the granary. The new development was given the name “Jacksons”. In 2016 the building is the sole surviving
remnant of the large service precinct that drew its business from the Roma Street goods yard and the now
defunct Roma Street Markets.

Statement of significance 
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Relevant assessment criteria

This is a place of local heritage significance and meets one or more of the local heritage criteria under the
Heritage planning scheme policy of the Brisbane City Plan 2014. It is significant because:

Historical
CRITERION A

The place is important in demonstrating the evolution or pattern of the city's or local area’s history

as a produce store and granary built in 1918 to operate in conjunction with the Roma Street Goods Yard and
Markets that operated nearby until the 1960s.

Rarity
CRITERION B

The place demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered aspects of the city’s or local area’s cultural heritage

as the sole surviving remnant of the large service precinct that drew its business from the Roma Street Goods
Yards and the now defunct Roma Street Markets.
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Note: This citation has been prepared on the basis of evidence available at the time including an external
examination of the building. The statement of significance is a summary of the most culturally important aspects
of the property based on the available evidence, and may be re-assessed if further information becomes
available. The purpose of this citation is to provide an informed evaluation for heritage registration and
information. This does not negate the necessity for a thorough conservation study by a qualified practitioner,
before any action is taken which may affect its heritage significance.
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